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We report on a new measurement of the rapidity dependence of the inclusive jet
production cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 1:8 TeV using 92 pb
 1
of data
collected by the D detector at the Tevatron collider, and on a measurement of
the ratio of central inclusive cross sections from two center-of-mass energies, 0:63




We report on measurements of jet cross sections performed at Tevatron in
1994-95, in the D experiment, based on a luminosity of 92 pb
 1
. Jets are
reconstructed using an iterative cone algorithm with a xed cone radius of
R=0:7 in (; ) space, where  is the pseudorapidity, and  the azimuth.
Oine data selections eliminate contamination from background caused by
electrons, photons, noise, or cosmic rays. The details of the cuts are described
elsewhere
1
. The jet cross section measurements allow a direct comparison with
NLO QCD
2
using recent parton distribution functions
3
over many orders of
magnitude.
2 Inclusive jet cross sections at
p
s = 1.8 TeV
The D collaboration has recently measured the rapidity dependence of the
inclusive jet production cross section. The dierential cross section is deter-
mined over seven orders of magnitude as a function of jet transverse energy in
ve intervals of jj, up to jj = 3, thereby signicantly extending previously
available measurements from CDF and D beyond jj = 0:7 (see gure 1).






renormalization and factorization scales are set to E
max
T
=2, the parton clus-
tering parameter to R
sep
= 1:3. Comparisons have been made using CTEQ
and MRST parametrisations
3
. Figure 2 shows the comparisons on a linear
scale with the CTEQ4HJ PDF, which appears to best describe the data in
all jj intervals. The error bars are statistical, while the error bands indicate
one standard deviation systematic uncertainties. Quantitative comparison (
2
tests) is now underway.
1
3 Ratio of inclusive jet cross sections
The D collaboration has recently measured the ratio of inclusive jet cross
sections at two center-of-mass energies,
p
s = 0:63 TeV and 1:8 TeV, in the
central region of pseudorapidity. This measurement is quite important since
several theoretical uncertainties (notably due the choice of various PDFs) are
reduced signicantly in the ratio. Many experimental uncertainties also cancel
due to their correlated nature at both energies. Figure 3 shows the D mea-






s, and the theoretical
predictions from JETRAD for dierent choices of the input parameters. Good
agreement between theory and data is observed in the shape, and the normal-
ization appears to be in agreement within 1{2 standard deviations. The region
x
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D) (in fb=GeV) presented as a function of jet E
T
(in GeV) in ve jet jj
intervals.
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Figure 2: Comparison of D measurement of rapidity dependence of single inclusive jet
production cross section presented as a function of jet E
T
(in GeV) in ve jet jj intervals
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Figure 3: D measurement of the ratio of central inclusive jet cross sections from two center-
of-mass energies, 0:63 TeV and 1:8 TeV, along with predictions obtained from JETRAD. The
horizontal axis is x
T
= 2E
T
=
p
s.
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